ACROSS
1, 9 “Scrambled Eggs” Beatles Paul initially hit on over plateful . . . ? (9,9)
6 . . . Yesterday’s covers for Romans to impress? (5)
9 See 1
10 Top performers not providing us with a roundabout? So we hear (5)
11, 12 Crack A-Team carrying TNT pounded three times on walls for operational support (9,5)
13 Curious coastal lily is, I see, in a way to the left (15)
16 Where girl may be involved with cheese tours? (15)
17, 18 “An England Captain in Defeat” interpreted on TMS as “Very Embarrassed”? (3,2,1,8)
22 A bit of money I bet friend in Barcelona (5)
23, 25 What about singer plugging remix of KeyNote chart topper? (3,6,2,3,4)
24 Square number (second last) (5)
25 See 23

DOWN
1 One kicked off premises by Smollett’s upwardly-mobile clog! (5)
2 Fish Hollywood location up the garden path (5)
3 Misdirected ball in box rapidly put away (3,2)
4 Distracted drumming? Cozy Powell’s dancing partner’s rubbish as well (3,6,6)
5 I make an impression on title wrestling with enemy, but it won’t change things (8,7)
6 Dick Fox with these timekeepers in nursery rhymes (4,5)
7 A foul-mouthed soldier’s taking the biscuit (9)
8 Earl visiting society do’s on an unwanted roll (5,4)
13 Rising American government’s secret plant (5,4)
14 A couple up on seventh heaven? (5,4)
15 Line from Socrates (new translation) (9)
19 Divers he’s taking to a lake resort (5)
20 Sheath that stops procreation (5)
21 Something fragrant from your local setter (5)

Solution 15,580